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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Katiana Martínez has contributed to the dictionary with 19 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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acoso brutal
When abuse of the physical or mental shape to a person.

caca
An expression that is used mostly among children to refer to anything that is dirty or that should not be touching or
eating.

chambear
Do some kind of work

confines
Line real or imagined that mark the limits of some land, country, region, etc.

confín
Furthest point which can be reached with the view; horizon.

coqui
Coqui is incorrectly written and should be written as Coqui being its meaning: typical frog from Puerto Rico.

crítico
Crisis or related to it.

críticos
Criticism or related to it.

defeque
Human waste

gafa
Sunglasses

gentrificacion
Process by which the original population of a village or neighborhood is displaced by another of one higher level.

hacerse pis
Action to pee or pee somewhere that is not the toilet or toilet, in the majority of cases is not intentionally and tends to
occur more frequently in children and older people.

machina
Machine to play, usually in parks of attractions, fairs, festivals, etc.



novedades
Any new news.

plurietnicidad
Social thought that promotes the diversity of breeds and does not condone discrimination of race, culture, religion, etc.

pupu
Name that is often used with small children to refer to excrement.

sad
Sad in English.  This word is not used in Spanish

significado de sencible en español
meaning of sencible in Spanish is written incorrectly and it should be written as sensitive as its meaning: feeling of
sadness; thrill to the beauty of the aesthetic values or feelings such as love, tenderness and kindness

turistificacion
Impact the tourist crowds in the cultural and social aspects of a neighborhood, city or country.


